
Carrying case base can be used first for impression alignment and pin control. Mark 3 referee
points for repositioning of impression on the tray during plaster pouring. NOTE: lower the im-
pressions in order to form a straight surface and avoid a too high model. Place the impression
in the backward of the mould.

Tender Tray Inlay Kit Ref. TX1C
by Prof. Camillo D’Arcangelo

Contents:
Tender Tray Hand saw             Ref. TX001
Tender Tray Violet base           Ref. TX15                           
Tender Tray Rubber box          Ref. TX42
Temp Sep separator                Ref. TEMPSEP
Single dose plaster                   Ref. TXG1

Instructions for use
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Model casting in Tender Tray Model casting in the impression Impression alignment

Model removal from rubber box Cutting and finishing Die on carrying case base

Plaster preparation

Remove the Red Tip Cap but keep it available. Puncture the powder container at the centre
with the tip of the Liquid Activator. Squeeze the Liquid Activator bottle with sufficient pressure
to force the liquid out.
This may require a release and re-squeeze two or three times to insure all of the liquid is used
and the bottle is empty. If some liquid is resorbed up into the bottle, continue to squeeze. When
all of the liquid is in the powder, remove the bottle and press the Red Tip Cap into the hole to
serve as a plug.
Hold the cup firmly in one hand, shake VIGOROUSLY for 5-10 seconds. Excessive shaking
may result pre-mature setting or difficulty in pouring. Alternatively, insufficient time shaking
may result in a poor, improper mix. You should be able to hear the movement of the powder
and liquid as it reaches a creamy, homogeneous mass. Tap the cup a few times on the counter.
Peel back the foil lid. You will notice a smooth, creamy mix that is bubble free and easily pou-
rable. Any bubbles that are visible will break while pouring. The cup is flexible and may be
squeezed into a pouring sprout.
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